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Who does the U.S. government call upon when a mission requires perfect stealth, execution,

and discretion? Meet the newest recruits to the expanding Sigma Force universe--former Army

Ranger Tucker Wayne and his stalwart companion, Kane, a military working dog of exceptional

abilities -- in:THE KILL SWITCHThe mission seems simple enough: extract a pharmaceutical

magnate from Russian soil, a volatile man who holds the secret to a deadly bioweapon. But

nothing is as it appears to be. A conspiracy of world-shattering scope unravels as Tucker and

Kane struggle to keep one move ahead of their deadly enemies.From the frozen steppes of

Russia to the sun-blasted mountains of South Africa and Namibia, a biological threat millions

of years in the making strikes out at the heart of America. All that stands in the way from a

global apocalypse: one man and his dog. But can even Tucker and Kane thwart an ecological

menace out of the ancient past to save the world's future?
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PublisherPROLOGUESpring 1900Bechuanaland, AfricaDoctor Paulos de Klerk packed the last

of the medical supplies into the wooden trunk and locked the three brass clasps, mumbling

under his breath with each snap. “Amat . . . victoria . . . curam.”Victory favors the prepared.Or so 

he prayed.“So, my good doctor, how goes the effort?” General Manie Roosa’s voice boomed

from the fort’s watchtower above.De Klerk shielded his eyes from the blazing sun and stared

up at the bearded figure leaning over the railing, grinning down. Though not physically

imposing, Roosa had a commanding presence that made him look seven feet tall; it was in the

man’s eyes. The general always looked eager for a fight.And he was about to get one if word

from up north held true.“Are we ready?” Roosa pressed.De Klerk returned his attention to the

other trunks, cases, and burlap sacks. Though the general’s words had indeed ended with a

question mark, he knew Roosa was not making an inquiry. At various times throughout the day

their leader had posed the same “question” to almost every Boer soldier under his command,

all of whom bustled around the plateau on which the fort sat, cleaning weapons, counting

ammunition, and generally preparing for the upcoming march.With an exaggerated sigh, De

Klerk replied, “As always, I will be ready to leave five minutes before you are, my

general.”Roosa let out a booming laugh and slapped the log railing. “You amuse me, Doctor. If

you were not so good at your profession, I might be tempted to leave you behind, out of harm’s

way.”De Klerk stared around the bustling fort. He hated to leave its security, but he knew where

he was best needed. As primitive as the fort was, with its palisade walls and crude buildings,

this place had withstood countless British attacks, making it a bastion for Boer troops. Leaving

the confines of its protective walls likely meant he and his medical aides would be seeing a

brisk business in the coming days.Not that he wasn’t accustomed to the horrors of

battle.Though only thirty-two years old, this was De Klerk’s fifth year of war in the past decade.

The first Vryheidsoorloë, or freedom war, was fought back in 1880 and had mercifully lasted

but a year, ending well for the Boers—the Dutch/Afrikaans word for farmers—as they won

their sovereignty from British rule in the Transvaal. Eight years later, the second Vryheidsoorloë

started, involving not only the Transvaal but also the neighboring Orange Free State.Same

issues, more soldiers, he thought sourly.The British wanted the Boers under their colonial

thumb, and the Boers were not keen on the idea. De Klerk’s ancestors had come to the

savannahs and mountains of Africa to be free, and now the Engelse wanted to take that away.

Unlike the first Vryheidsoorloë, this war was protracted, with the British implementing a

scorched-earth policy. Though neither De Klerk nor any of his comrades verbalized it, they

knew their own defeat was inevitable. The one person who seemed oblivious to this was

General Roosa; the man was an irrepressible optimist when it came to matters of war.Roosa

pushed himself away from the railing and climbed down the rough-hewn ladder to the ground



and walked over to where De Klerk was working. The general straightened his khaki uniform

with a few well-experienced tugs. He was the same height as the doctor, but burlier of

physique and bushier of beard. For the sake of hygiene, De Klerk kept himself clean-shaven

and insisted his aides did the same.“So I see many bandages are being packed,” Roosa said.

“Do you think so little of my leadership, Doctor? Or is it you think too highly of the Engelse

soldiers?”“Certainly not the latter, my general. I simply know that before long I will be treating

throngs of enemy prisoners wounded by our bullets.”Roosa frowned and rubbed his beard.

“Yes, about that, Doctor . . . about supplying succor to the enemy . . .”It was a sore point

between them, but De Klerk refused to relent. “We are Christian, are we not? It is our duty to

provide such help. But I also understand that our men must come first. I will only provide

enough aid so that a British soldier might survive long enough to be reached by his own

doctors. If we do not do that, we are no better than them.”Roosa clapped him on the shoulder

—not necessarily agreeing, but acknowledging the sentiment.For reasons he had never fully

understood, Roosa had come to think of him as a sounding board. The commander frequently

shared information with De Klerk that had nothing to do with his medical duties—as if the

general also saw him as his own conscience.Still, he knew there was another reason Roosa

took such an interest in his preparations. The men under the general’s command had become

his family, a surrogate to his own wife, three daughters, and two sons, all who’d been taken by

smallpox two years earlier. The loss had nearly destroyed Roosa and left lasting scars. When it

came to bullet and bayonet wounds, the general was phlegmatic and optimistic; when it came

to disease, he was frighteningly anxious.Changing the touchy subject, Roosa pointed to the

leather-bound diary that was never beyond De Klerk’s reach. “Cataloging more flowers, I

see.”He touched the worn cover both affectionately and protectively. “Providence willing, yes. If

we are going where I think we are going, there will be many species I have never

encountered.”“We are indeed heading north, into the mountains of the Groot. My scouts tell me

a brigade of Engelse soldiers are headed west from Kimberley, led by a new commander—a

colonel fresh from London.”“And in a hurry to prove himself no doubt.”“Aren’t they all? If we

leave in the morning, their lead elements will spot us by early evening.”And then the chase will

be on. Though not a military strategist by any means, De Klerk had been with Roosa long

enough to recognize the general’s favorite tactic: let the British scouts spot them, then draw the

enemy north into the mountainous Groot, where the harsh terrain could be used to set up an

ambush.The British preferred to fight on the savannah, where their tidy formations and

overwhelming firepower always won the day. The enemy commanders hated hills and

mountains and ravines, hated that Roosa and his band of backward farmers refused to fight on

their terms. And it was exactly such a strategy that Roosa had used many times to lure the

British into murderous engagements. And still the enemy did not learn.But how long would

such arrogance last?A chill iced through De Klerk as he gathered his research journal and

pocketed it away.The troops were up and on the move well before dawn, traveling northward

without incident as the sun climbed higher. Then at noon, one of the Boer scouts overtook the

formation from the south, pounding up to them on a sweating, heaving horse. He joined Roosa

at the head of their formation.De Klerk didn’t need to hear the conversation to know its

content.The enemy had found them.As the scout wheeled away on his horse, the general rode

back to the medical wagon. “The British will soon be giving chase, Doctor. Your comfortable

cart may see some jostling.”“I am less concerned with the wagon than I am my delicate internal

organs. However, as always, I will survive.”“Fine mettle, Doctor.”Minutes slid into hours as the

general led their unit north, steadily closing the gap between them and the Groot, whose

foothills smudged the horizon, the details blurred by waves of heat rising from the



savannah.Two hours before dusk, another scout appeared. The expression on his face and the

posture of his body as he rode past the medical wagon told De Klerk something had gone

wrong. After a brief consultation, the scout rode off.Roosa turned on his horse and shouted

back to his leaders, “Prepare the wagons for fast travel! Five minutes!” He then rode back to De

Klerk. “This new Engelse colonel is trying to be clever. He has disguised the size of his brigade

and split them into two forces—one the hammer, the other the anvil.”“With us the pig iron in

the middle.”“Or so they hope,” Roosa replied with a broad smile. “But hope fades with the light,

Doctor. Especially once we lure them into the Groot.”With a jaunty wave, Roosa wheeled his

horse and rode off.A few minutes later the general’s booming voice echoed throughout the

Boer formation. “Fast travel . . . go!”De Klerk’s wagon handler snapped the reins and barked a

“Hah . . . hah!”The horses bucked slightly, then broke into a gallop. De Klerk grasped the

sideboard and held on, his eyes fixed on the distant Groot Karas Mountains.Too far, he thought

grimly. Too far and not enough time.And an hour later, his fear proved true.A trail of dust

marked the return of a pair of riders sent north by Roosa to scout the way ahead, but as the

dust settled, it became clear only one rider had come back. He leaned askew in his saddle and

fell from his horse as he reached the unit, wounded twice in the back by rifle fire.Roosa

ordered a halt, then signaled for De Klerk to come forward. Armed with his medical bag, he

rushed to the fallen man and knelt down. Both bullets had torn through vital organs before

punching through the front of the young man’s torso.“Collapsed lung,” he told Roosa, who

cradled the man’s head.The scout, a boy of eighteen, was named Meer. He clutched at

Roosa’s sleeve, tried to speak, but coughed up frothy blood before he could find any words.“My

general,” the boy croaked out, “an Engelse battalion . . . north of us. Heavy cavalry . . . with

cannons on fast caissons.”“How far away, son?”“Eight miles.”Meer coughed harshly. A fresh

gout of blood sprayed from his mouth. His body arched, fighting the inevitable, then went

limp.De Klerk checked him and shook his head.Roosa closed the boy’s eyes and gave his hair

a few strokes before standing up. A pair of soldiers carried Meer’s body away.De Klerk joined

the commander.Roosa murmured, “All my talk of Engelse arrogance . . . it is I who was the

arrogant one. This new British colonel is trying to stop us from reaching the Groot. If they can

catch us out here in the open . . . well, then, my good doctor, you are going to have more work

than you can handle in a lifetime.”He didn’t respond, but Roosa must have noted his paling

face.The general gripped De Klerk’s shoulder hard. “This Engelse colonel is clever, but the

tongs of his pincer are still wide enough for us to escape through. And soon the night will

swallow us.”An hour later, from the back of the bucking wagon, De Klerk watched the sun’s

upper edge dip below the horizon. Night was nearly upon them, but to the east, a plume of dust

—red and gold in the setting sun—covered a quarter of the sky. He estimated the number of

cavalry horses it would take to create such a cloud.Two hundred riders at least.And behind

them, wagons upon wagons of troops and cannon-bearing caissons.God help us . . .But at

least they had safely reached the foothills of the Groot, escaping through the enemy’s pincers.

With a final buck, the wagon rattled into a shadowy ravine, and the view of the British forces

vanished.He swung around and studied the broken landscape ahead, a veritable maze of hills,

dry washes, and caves. Roosa had extolled many times about the “pocket fortresses” hidden in

the mountains, Boer strongholds from which they could wait out any British siege.Or so they all

hoped.Time ground slowly under the wheels of the wagon and the hooves of their horses.

Finally, one of the scouting parties Roosa had dispatched to the south returned. After a brief

consultation, the rider took off again, and Roosa ordered the formation to slow.The general

rode back to De Klerk’s wagon.“We have bought some time, Doctor. But this Engelse colonel is

not only wily, but also stubborn. His troops still remain on our trail.”“What does that mean for



us?”Roosa sighed. He took a rag from his tunic pocket and wiped the dust from his face. “To

quote Shakespeare’s Falstaff, discretion is in fact the better part of valor. It is time we hole up.

One of our pocket fortresses is nearby. Hidden, but easy to defend. We will tuck ourselves

away, wait for the Engelse to tire of the Groot, then attack them from the rear when they leave.

You are not, uh . . . what is the word? Afraid of tight places?”“Claustrophobic? No, I am

not.”“Good to hear, Doctor. I hope the others share the same fortitude.”For another half hour,

Roosa led them deeper into the mountains, eventually turning into a narrow ravine before

stopping at a large cave entrance. The men began transferring supplies into the cave.He joined

Roosa at the mouth of the tunnel and asked, “What of the horses and wagons?”“All will go

inside, Doctor. We shall have to partially disassemble the wagons, but there is room enough

inside for a small paddock.”“And supplies?”Again Roosa offered a confident smile. “I have been

stocking this cave for some time, Doctor, and I have a few tricks up my sleeve as well. Unless

this Engelse colonel is willing to loiter in these mountains for months, we have nothing to fear.

Now, Doctor, if you will, take two men and begin transporting your supplies inside. I want to be

safely settled within the hour.”As usual, Roosa got his way. As the last of the supplies were

carried inside under the flickering glow of lanterns, the general oversaw the placement of black

powder charges at the mouth of the cave. Having already set up a surgery of sorts in a side

cave, De Klerk wandered back to the entrance to watch.“Good, good!” Roosa called to one of

the sappers. “Move that charge on the left a few feet higher. Yes, there!” The general turned as

he approached. “Ah, Doctor, are you settled in?”“Yes, General. But may I ask . . . is that wise?

Sealing us in here?”“It would be distinctly unwise, Doctor, if this were the only entrance. But

this cave system is vast, with many smaller, well-concealed exits. I have given this tactic much

thought.”“I can see.”From outside the entrance came the pounding of hooves. One by one, the

marksmen who had been dispatched earlier to harass the British forces entered the cavern,

each man leading a lathered, panting steed. The last rider to enter stopped beside Roosa.“We

slowed them considerably, my general, but their scouts are less than an hour behind us. I

estimate three hundred cavalry, two hundred foot soldiers, and forty 12-pound

cannons.”Roosa took this in, then rubbed his chin. “An impressive force. It seems the British

have put a large bounty on our heads. Well, even if they manage to find us, the fight will be on

our terms. And then, comrades, we will see how good the Engelse are at digging graves.”After

blowing and collapsing the cavern entrance, the night passed without event—as did the next

day and the six days after that. Most of the Boer troops settled into their new stronghold and

went about the business of making the cave system not only comfortable, but as defensible as

possible, too.Meanwhile, Roosa’s scouts used secret exits to slip from the caverns under the

cover of darkness and returned with the same report: the British battalions remained in the

mountains and appeared to be searching intently, but so far, they had failed to find the hidden

fortress.After a week, a lone scout returned at dawn and found the general sitting in the

officers’ mess hall, a small cavern in which one of the disassembled wagons had been turned

into a trestle table with benches. Roosa and De Klerk sat at one end, going over the day’s sick

report under the glow of a hanging lantern.Exhausted and disheveled, the scout stopped

beside Roosa. The general stood up, called for a water skin, then forced the scout to sit down

and waited as the man quenched his thirst.“Dogs,” the scout said simply. “Bloodhounds.

Coming this way.”“Are you sure?” Roosa asked, his eyes narrowing.“Yes, my general. I could

hear them baying, not two miles away. I believe they are coming toward this position.”“Could

they be jackals instead?” De Klerk offered. “Or wild African dogs?”“No, Doctor. My father had

bloodhounds when I was a child. I know well their sound. I do not know how they would

—”“They captured three of our men,” Roosa explained, as if expecting this news. “Their scent



is our scent. And concentrated as we are in this damned cave . . .” The general’s words trailed

off. He looked down the length of the table at the faces of his concerned unit commanders.

“Gentlemen, let us man the ramparts, such as they are. It appears the Engelse will be here for

tea.”The first hidden entrance the British found was on the cave system’s southern side, a hole

disguised by a jumble of boulders.And so it started.De Klerk found Roosa kneeling before a

sandbag barrier with one of his unit commanders, a man named Vos. Beyond the sandbags the

cavern’s ceiling descended to shoulder height; at the far end, some fifty feet away, was the

horizontal shaft that led to the secret exit. A dozen soldiers were stationed across the cavern

floor, each one kneeling with his rifle behind a stalagmite.As they waited, De Klerk glanced up.

Finger-width fissures split the cavern’s ceiling, casting slivers of bright sunlight across the

stone floor.Roosa turned, placed an index finger to his lips, then pointed to his ear.De Klerk

nodded and said nothing. In the silence of the cavern, he strained his ears. In the distance, he

could make out the faint baying of the British bloodhounds. After several minutes, the bawling

fell silent.Everyone held his breath. A soldier behind one of the forwardmost stalagmites

signaled back to the barrier.Roosa nodded. “He hears voices. Multiple men coming through the

shaft. Vos, you know what to do.”“Yes, my general.”Vos scratched his bayonet along the rock

floor, and the men stationed behind the stalagmites turned toward him. Using only hand

signals, Vos gave them their orders. Though De Klerk knew what was coming, he dreaded

it.Led by the faint glow of a lantern, the first British soldier appeared in the shaft. He crawled

out of the entrance, then turned left and stopped, making room for the man behind him. One by

one, the British scouts crawled out of the tunnel until there were six crouched at the far end of

the cavern. Silently, the enemy played their lanterns across walls and ceiling and the

stalagmites across the floor.De Klerk watched, continuing to hold his breath.Seeming to find

only an empty cavern, the trespassers clipped the lanterns to their belts, then started moving

forward, their rifles at the ready.Vos let them get within twenty feet—then, with a double tap of

his bayonet on the rock floor, his men sprang the ambush and opened fire. The fusillade lasted

but seconds, killing all but one of the British scouts instantly. Moaning, the surviving soldier

began crawling back toward the shaft, trailing a slick of blood behind him.De Klerk grabbed his

medical bag and stood up. Roosa grasped his forearm and shook his head.“But, General, he is

—”“I said no, Doctor. The more terrifying we make this for the Engelse, the sooner they will

leave. Vos, see to it.”At Roosa’s nod, Vos hopped over the sandbag wall, drew a knife, then

walked across the cavern to the crawling soldier. He knelt down and slit the man’s throat.Roosa

turned to him. “I am sorry, Doctor. I do not enjoy ordering such a thing, but if we are to survive

this, we must be brutal.”Such butchery settled like a cold stone in De Klerk’s chest. He turned

away, despairing, knowing one certainty.Nothing goes unpunished under the eyes of the

Lord.Days passed, and still the British came. Soon the enemy had found all but one of Roosa’s

secret entrances. Small but fierce battles raged at the ramparts, as Roosa had taken to calling

them. It became clear the British colonel was not only willing to send his troops into Roosa’s

meat grinder, but he was also willing to make terrible sacrifices—five, six, seven of his troops

for one Boer wounded or killed.De Klerk did what he could to help the injured or dying, but as

the days turned into weeks, the Boer death count continued to rise—at first from British

bullets, then from illness. The first ailing soldier appeared in his surgery complaining of intense

stomach cramps. The medical staff treated him with herbs, but within hours the man became

feverish and writhed in agony. The next day, two more men appeared with the same symptoms;

then four more the day after that.His surgery became a madhouse of incoherent screams and

squirming patients. Roosa walked into the surgery on the twenty-fourth day to check on the

wounded, like he did every morning. De Klerk gave the general a grim status report.Roosa



frowned as he finished. “Show me.”Carrying a lantern, he led Roosa to a corner of the cavern

where the sick men were quarantined. Together, they knelt beside the first patient who’d

appeared with symptoms, a blond-haired boy named Linden. The boy flailed on the makeshift

cot. His face was deathly pale. His arms had been secured to the sides of the cot with leather

straps.“Are those necessary?” Roosa asked.“A new symptom,” De Klerk explained and

reached down to show the general.He lifted the thin cotton tunic away from the man’s torso.

The patient’s belly was covered in wartlike nodules, but instead of dotting the exterior skin of

his stomach, the protrusions appeared to be coming from beneath the flesh.“My God. What is

that?”He shook his head. “I don’t know, General. Without these restraints, he would be clawing

open his belly. Look here.”Together, they leaned over the boy’s body. Using the tip of a scalpel,

he pointed to one of the larger nodules, about the size of a pea. “Do you see the milky green

color, just beneath the skin?”“I see it. It’s as if something is growing inside him.”“Not as if,

General. Something is growing inside him. All of them. And whatever it is, it is doing its best to

break out. They are all showing signs of it. Look here!”Roosa brought a lantern closer. The

pea-sized nodule seemed to be writhing, wormlike, beneath the skin. As they watched, a red

blister grew at the edge of the nodule and quickly expanded to the size of ripe plum.“What in

the world . . . ?” Roosa whispered.“Stand back.”The doctor grabbed a nearby rag and draped it

over the nodule. The scrap of cloth bulged for a few seconds—then came a hollow pop. A

yellow-tinged crimson stain spread across the rag. The patient began to buck wildly, banging

the cot’s legs on the rock floor.One of the medical aides ran over to help them hold Linden

down. Still, the boy’s back arched high under them, his head pressed against his pillow.

Suddenly dozens of nodules appeared beneath the skin of Linden’s throat and belly, the

blisters growing before their eyes.“Get back, get back!” De Klerk shouted, and the three of

them backpedaled.They watched, horrified, as the blisters began bursting, one after another. In

the flickering lantern light, a yellowish mist hung in the air before slowly settling back over the

boy’s body.With a final convulsion, Linden arched off the bed until only his heels and the crown

of his head were touching the bedroll. The boy’s eyes fluttered open, staring sightlessly, then

his body collapsed and went still.De Klerk did not need to check, and Roosa did not need to

ask. Linden was dead. The medical aide draped a blanket over his ravaged corpse.“How many

are afflicted so far?” Roosa asked, his voice cracking.“Seven.”“And the prognosis for

them?”“Unless I can discover the source and counteract it, I fear they will all die. Like this boy.

But that’s not the worst news.”Roosa finally tore his eyes away from the boy’s draped

body.“This is only the beginning. More will surely get sick.”“You suspect a contagion.”“I must.

You saw the airborne discharge from the blisters. We have to assume it is a mechanism of

some sort—the disease’s way of spreading itself at the end.”“How many do you think are

already infected?” Roosa asked.“You must understand. I have never seen or read of anything

like this. And the incubation is short. The boy here was the picture of health three days ago.

Now he is dead.”“How many?” Roosa pressed. “How many will become sick?”De Klerk kept his

gaze fixed to the commander, so he could see his certainty. “Everyone. Everyone in this cave.”

He reached and gripped Roosa’s wrist. “Whatever is killing these men, it is virulent. And it is in

here with us.”1March 4, 7:42 A.M.Vladivostok, RussiaHis job was to protect the bad from the

worst.Not exactly the noblest of ventures, but it paid the bills.Crouched at the edge of the

Russian docks, Tucker Wayne let the weight of his duty fall over him. The icy wind and pelting

sleet slowly faded from his attention, leaving him focused on a dark, quiet winterscape of

cranes, haphazardly stacked shipping containers, and the hazy bulk of boats lining the pier. In

the distance, a foghorn echoed once. Mooring lines creaked and groaned.Tucker’s training as a

U.S. Army Ranger was always at the ready, but it was particularly necessary this morning. It



allowed him to home in on two very important issues.First: The port city of Vladivostok, which

was a vast improvement over the deserts of war-torn Afghanistan—though he’d never add

this frigid place to his list of retirement locations.Second: The assessment of the threat risk—

such as, who might try to assassinate his employer today, where would they be hiding, and

how would they do it?Prior to his taking this job three weeks earlier, two attempts had already

been made against the Russian industrialist’s life, and his gut told Tucker the third would

happen very soon.He had to be ready—they both did.His hand reached down to offer a

reassuring touch to his companion and partner. Through the snow-covered fur, he felt the

tense muscles of the small Belgian shepherd. Kane was a military working dog, a Belgian

Malinois, paired years ago with Tucker back in Afghanistan. After Tucker left the service, he

took Kane with him. They were bound together tighter than any leash, each capable of reading

the other, a communication that went beyond any spoken word or hand signal.Kane sat

comfortably beside him, his ears erect and his dark eyes watchful, seemingly oblivious to the

snow blanketing the exposed portions of his black-and-tan fur. Covering the remainder of his

compact body and camouflaged to match his coat, he wore a K9 Storm tactical vest,

waterproofed and Kevlar reinforced. Hidden in the webbing of Kane’s collar were a thumbnail-

sized wireless transmitter and a night-vision camera, allowing the two to be in constant visual

and audio contact with each other.Tucker returned his full attention to his surroundings.It was

early in Vladivostok, not yet dawn, so the docks were quiet, with only the occasional laborer

shuffling through the gloom. Still, he did his best to keep a low profile, trying to blend into the

background: just another dockworker.At least, I hope I look the part.He was in his late twenties,

taller than average, with slightly shaggy blond hair. He further masked his muscular physique

under a thick woolen coat and hid the hardness of his eyes beneath the furred brim of a

Russian ushanka, or trapper’s hat.He gave Kane a thumb stroke on the top of the head and got

a single wag of his tail in response.A far cry from home, eh, Kane?Then again, if you took

away the ocean, Vladivostok wasn’t much different from where he’d spent the first seventeen

years of his life: the small town of Rolla, North Dakota, near the border with Canada. If

anyplace in the United States could give Siberia a run for its money, it was there.As a kid, he

had spent his summers canoeing Willow Lake and hiking the North Woods. In winter, it was

cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, and ice fishing. But life wasn’t as perfect as that postcard

image made it seem. His parents—two schoolteachers—had been killed by a drunk driver

when he was three, leaving him in the care of his paternal grandfather, who had a heart attack

while shoveling snow one hard winter. Afterward, with no other immediate surviving relatives,

he’d been dumped into foster care at thirteen, where he stayed until he petitioned for early

emancipation and joined the armed services at seventeen.He pushed those darker years

away, down deep.No wonder I like dogs better than people.He brought his focus back to the

business at hand.In this case: assassination.He studied the docks.From where would the threat

come? And in what form?Against his advice, his principal—the Russian billionaire and

industrialist Bogdan Fedoseev—had scheduled this early-morning visit to the port. For weeks

there had been rumors of the dockworkers attempting to unionize, and Fedoseev had agreed

to meet with the leaders, hoping to quash his employees into submission. If that tension wasn’t

enough of a threat, Tucker suspected a fair number of the workers were also Vladikavkaz

Separatists, political terrorists whose main victims were the prominent capitalists in the

Russian Far East, making Bogdan Fedoseev a high-value target.Tucker cared little about

politics, but he knew understanding the social landscape came with the job—as was knowing

the physical landscape.He checked his watch. Fedoseev was due to arrive in three hours. By

then, Tucker needed to know every nook and cranny of this place.He looked down at Kane.



“What do you say, pal? Ready to work?”In answer, Kane stood and did a full-body shake.

Snow billowed off his fur, and the wind whipped it away.Tucker started walking, with Kane

trotting alongside him.9:54 A.M.By midmorning, Tucker had located six of the eight workers he

suspected of being Vladikavkazists. The remaining two had called in sick that morning,

something neither had done before.Standing in a warehouse doorway, he studied the docks.

The port was fully alive now, with forklifts moving here and there, cranes swinging containers

onto outbound ships, all accompanied by a cacophony of hammering, grinding, and shouted

orders.Tucker pulled out his phone and scrolled through his list of PDF dossiers and found the

two men who had called in sick. Both were former soldiers, petty officers in the Russian Naval

Infantry. Worse still, they were both trained snipers.Two and two equals a credible threat.He set

the men’s faces in his memory.His first instinct was to call Yuri, the head of Fedoseev’s

protective detail, but it would do no good. I do not run, Fedoseev had proclaimed loudly and

frequently. But most damning of all, Tucker was an interloper, the American none of the other

security detail wanted here.Tucker’s mind shifted again, visualizing Fedoseev’s route through

the docks. He judged the exposure windows, the angles of fire. He surveyed for any likely

sniper perches. There were a half-dozen spots that would work.He glanced at the sky. The sun

was up now, a dull white disk above the horizon. The wind had also died, and the sleet had

turned to big fat snowflakes.Not good. Much easier to make a long-range shot now.Tucker

looked down at Kane, knowing they couldn’t sit back and wait.“Let’s go find some bad

guys.”10:07 A.M.The six potential sniper nests were spread across the dockyard, some twenty

acres of warehouses, catwalks, narrow alleys, and crane towers. Tucker and Kane covered the

ground as quickly as possible without appearing hurried, using shortcuts wherever possible,

never staring too long at any one spot.As the pair passed a warehouse front, Kane let out a low

growl. Tucker turned in a half crouch, going tense. Kane had stopped in his tracks and was

staring down an alleyway between a pair of stacked containers.Tucker caught the barest

glimpse of a figure slipping out of view. Such a sighting would be easy to dismiss, but he knew

his dog. Something in the stranger’s body language or scent must have piqued Kane’s interest:

tension, posture, furtive movements. Kane’s instincts were razor honed after several dangerous

years in Afghanistan.Tucker recalled his mental map of the dockyard, thought for a moment,

then flipped Kane’s collar cam into its upright position.“GO SCOUT,” he ordered tersely.Kane

had a vocabulary of a thousand words and understanding of a hundred hand gestures, making

him an extension of Tucker’s own body.He pointed forward and motioned for Kane to circle

around the bulk of containers to the far side.Without hesitation, his partner trotted off.Tucker

watched him disappear into the gloom, then turned and jogged directly into the nest of giant

container boxes where his target had vanished.Reaching the first intersection, he stopped

short and glanced around the corner of the container.Another alley.Empty.He sprinted along it

and arrived at the next intersection, this one branching left and right. It was a damned maze

back here among the giant containers.Easy to get lost, he thought, and even easier to lose my

target.He pictured Kane somewhere on the far side, hunkered down, watching this pile of

containers. He needed his partner’s eyes out there, while he hunted within this maze.Tucker

punched up Kane’s video feed on his modified satellite phone. A flickering, digital image

appeared on the tiny screen, live from Kane’s camera.A figure suddenly sprinted out of the line

of containers, heading east.Good enough.Tucker ran in that direction. He caught a glimpse on

the screen of Kane doing the same, tracking the man, still scouting as ordered.Both were on

the hunt now—which is what army rangers did. Aside from rare exceptions, rangers didn’t

patrol or provide humanitarian relief. They were single-minded in purpose: find and destroy the

enemy.Tucker had enjoyed the simplicity of that.Brutal, true enough, but pure in a strange



way.He emerged from the container maze in time to draw even with Kane. He motioned the

shepherd to him. Kane came trotting up and sat down beside him, awaiting his next command,

his tongue lolling, his eyes bright.They were now near the eastern edge of the dockyard.

Directly ahead, across a gravel lot, lay a set of train tracks, lined with abandoned and rusted

freight cars. Their quarry had vanished among them.Beyond the train yard, a perimeter

barbed-wire fence rose high—and beyond that, a dense pine forest.Aside from the muffled

dock sounds in the distance, all was quiet.Suddenly Kane’s head snapped to the left. A section

of the barbed-wire fence shook violently for a few moments, then went still. In his mind’s eye,

Tucker envisioned a second target wriggling through a gap in the fencing to enter the

dockyards from that direction, using the cover of the forest.Why?Searching farther to their left,

he spotted a tall crane tower, once used to load the freight cars. The tower was one of the six

potential sniper perches he had marked in his head.Tucker checked his watch. Fedoseev would

arrive in six minutes. Hurrying, he pulled out a pair of small binoculars from his jacket’s pocket

and focused on the top of the crane. At first he saw nothing but indistinct scaffolding in the

swirling snow. Then a shadowy figure appeared, slowly scaling the ladder toward the high

platform.That’s who came through the fence just now—but where’s the guy I was following?He

considered calling Yuri with the abort code, but even if his message got past that gatekeeper,

his boss’s careless bravado would win out. Fedoseev would not back down from a threat.

Bullets would have to be flying before the industrialist would consider a retreat.It was the

Russian way.Tucker dropped to his belly and scanned beneath the freight cars. He spotted a

pair of legs moving to the right, disappearing and reappearing as the figure passed the steel

wheels. Whether this was in fact his guy, he didn’t know, but it seemed likely.He reached back

and drew the Makarov PMM pistol from the paddle holster attached to his waistband. A decent

weapon, but not his preference.But when in Rome . . .He looked over to Kane, who was

crouched on his belly beside him. His partner’s eyes had already locked on to the target

jogging down the rail line, heading away from the man climbing the crane.Tucker gave a one-

word command, knowing it would be enough. He pointed to the target moving on the

ground.“TRACK.”Kane took off, silently sprinting after the man on foot.Tucker angled toward the

left, toward the crane tower.Hunched over, he swept across the gravel lot, reached the train

yard, and belly-crawled beneath a freight car and down the sloped ballast into a drainage ditch

beyond. From the meager cover, he spotted the gap in the perimeter fencing; the cut was

clean, recent.To his left, a hundred yards away, rose the crane tower. Rolling to his side, he

zoomed his binoculars and panned upward until he spotted his target. The assassin was

perched on a ladder a few feet below the crane’s glassed-in control cab. A gloved hand

reached for the entry hatch.Tucker quickly considered taking a shot at him but immediately

decided against it. With a rifle, perhaps, but not with the Makarov. The distance and the

scaffolding made a successful hit improbable. Plus the snow fell heavier now, slowly obscuring

the view.He checked his watch. Three minutes before Fedoseev’s limousine entered the main

gate. Fleetingly, he wondered about Kane, then brought his mind back to the task at hand.One

thing at a time, Ranger. Work the problem.Let Kane be Kane.Kane runs low to the ground, his

ears high, picking out the crunch of boot through ice-crusted snow. The command given to him

is etched behind his eyes.TRACK.He sticks to the shadows of the rusted cars, following the

dark shape through the whiteness, which grows thicker. But his world is not one of sight alone.

That is the dullest of what he perceives, a shadow of a larger truth.He stops long enough to

bring his nose to a treaded print, scenting rubber, dirt, and leather. He rises higher to catch the

wafting trail of wet wool, cigarette smoke, and sweat. He smells the fear in the salt off his prey’s

skin; distantly his ears pick out the rasp of a hurried breath.He moves on, keeping pace with



his quarry, his paws padding silently.As he follows, he draws the rest of his surroundings inside

him, reading the past and present in the flow of old and fresh trails. His ears note every distant

shout, every grind of motor, every wash of wave from the neighboring sea. On the back of his

tongue, he tastes frost and winter.Through it all, one path shines brightest, leading to his

prey.He flows along it, a ghost on that trail.10:18 A.M.From his vantage in the drainage ditch,

Tucker watched his target slip through the hatch at the top of the crane and close it with a

muffled snick.With the man out of direct sight, Tucker stood up and sprinted toward the tower,

holstering the Makarov as he went. Discarding stealth, he jumped onto the ladder’s third rung

and started climbing. The rungs were slick with snow and ice. His boots slipped with every

step, but he kept going. Two rungs beneath the hatch, he stopped. The hatch’s padlock was

missing.Holding his breath, he drew the Makarov and then gently, slowly, pressed the barrel

against the hatch. It gave way ever so slightly.Tucker didn’t allow himself a chance to think, to

judge the stupidity of his next action. Hesitation could get you killed as easily as bravado.And if

I have to die, let it be while I’m still moving.In the past, he had pushed blindly through hundreds

of doors in countless Afghan villages and bunkers. On the other side, something was always

waiting to kill you.This was no different.He shoved the hatch open, his gun tracking left and

right. The assassin knelt two feet away, crouched over an open clamshell rifle case. Behind

him, one of the cab’s sliding windows stood open, allowing snow to whip inside.The assassin

spun toward Tucker. The look of surprise on his face lasted only a microsecond—then he

lunged.Tucker fired a single shot. The Makarov’s 9 mm hollow-point round entered an inch

above the bridge of the man’s nose, killing him instantly. The target toppled sideways and went

still.One down . . .Tucker didn’t regret what he’d just done, but the contradiction flashed through

his mind. Though not a religious man, Tucker found himself attracted to the Buddhist

philosophy of live and let live. In this case, however, letting this man live wasn’t an option. Odd

that he found the necessity of taking a human life defensible, while killing an animal was an

entirely different story. The conundrum was intriguing, but pondering all that would have to

wait.He holstered the Makarov, climbed into the cab, and closed the hatch behind him. He

quickly searched the assassin, looking for a cell phone or radio; he found neither. If he had a

partner, they were operating autonomously—probably a fire-at-will arrangement.Time check:

sixty seconds.Fedoseev would be prompt. He always was.First order of business from here:

keep the Russian out of the kill zone.He turned his attention to the assassin’s rifle, a Russian-

made SV-98. He removed it from the case, examined it, and found it ready to fire.Thanks,

comrade, he thought as he stepped over the body and reached the open window.He extended

the rifle’s bipod legs, propped them on the sill, and aimed the barrel over the sea of shipping

containers and warehouse rooftops toward the main gate. With the cold stock against his

cheek, he brought his eye to the scope’s eyepiece and peered through the swirling

snow.“Where are you, Fedoseev?” Tucker muttered. “Come on—”Then he spotted the black

shadow sailing through the white snow. The limousine was thirty feet from the main gate and

slowing for the cursory check-in with the guard. Tucker focused on the limousine’s windshield,

his finger tightening on the trigger. He felt a moment of reluctance, then recalled the SV-98’s

specifications. The weapon didn’t have enough juice to penetrate the limousine’s ballistic glass

—or so he hoped.He fired once, the blast deafening in the tight cab of the crane. The 7.62 mm

round struck the limo’s windshield directly before the driver’s seat. As an extra measure, Tucker

adjusted his aim and fired again, this time shattering the side mirror. To his credit, the driver

reacted immediately and correctly, slamming the limousine into reverse, then accelerating hard

for fifty feet before slewing into a Y-turn.Within seconds, the vehicle was a hundred yards away

and disappearing into the snow.Satisfied, Tucker lowered the rifle. Fedoseev was safe for the



moment, but someone had tried to kill Tucker’s principal. He’d be damned if he was going to let

the second assassin escape and try again later.Tucker ejected the rifle’s box magazine and

pocketed it before pulling out his satellite phone. He checked the video feed from Kane’s

camera. Between the wet lens and thickening snowfall, all he got for his effort was a blurry,

indecipherable image.Sighing, he opened another application on the phone. A map of the

dockyard appeared on the screen. West of Tucker’s location, approximately four hundred yards

away, was a pulsing green blip. It was Kane’s GPS signal, generated from a microchip

embedded in the skin between his shoulder blades.The dot was stationary, indicating Kane

was doing as instructed. The shepherd had followed his quarry and was now lying in wait,

watching.Suddenly the blip moved, a slight jiggle that told him Kane had adjusted position,

likely both to remain hidden and keep his quarry in sight. The blip moved again, this time

heading steadily eastward and picking up speed.It could only mean one thing.The second

assassin was sprinting in Tucker’s direction.Hurrying, he scaled down the ladder, sliding most

of the way. Once his boots hit the ground, he trudged through the thickening snow, his Makarov

held at ready, following the rail line. He hadn’t covered thirty feet before he spotted a hazy

figure ahead, crouched beside the cut in the fencing. His quarry leaped through the gap and

sprinted into the trees.Damn it.Kane appeared two seconds later, ready to give chase. But

once the shepherd spotted Tucker, he stopped in his tracks, ears high, waiting for further

orders.Tucker gave it.“TAKE BRAVO!”Playtime was over.Kane lunged through the fence and

took off in pursuit, with Tucker at his heels.Though now in takedown mode, Kane didn’t get too

far ahead of him. The shepherd wove between trees and leaped over fallen trunks with ease,

while simultaneously keeping his quarry and Tucker in view.Engulfed by the forest, the sounds

of the shipyard had completely faded. The snow hissed softly through the boughs around him.

Somewhere ahead, a branch snapped. He stopped moving, crouched down. To his right, forty

feet ahead, Kane was also frozen, crouched atop a fallen trunk, his eyes fixed.Their quarry

must have stopped.Tucker pulled out his phone, checked the map screen.Two hundred yards

away, a narrow canal cut through the forest, a part of the dockyard’s old layout when it had

belonged to the Russian Navy. His quarry was former naval infantry, smart enough to have

planned for an escape route like this, one by water.But was that the plan?According to the

map, there was also a major road on the far side of the canal.What if the man had a vehicle

waiting?Decide, Tucker.Would his quarry flee by land or sea?He let out a soft tsst, and Kane

turned to look at him. Tucker held up a closed fist, then forked fingers: Track.Kane took off

straight south.Tucker headed southeast, hedging his bet, ready to cut the man off if

necessary.As he ran, he kept half an eye on Kane’s position using the GPS feed. His partner

reached the canal and stopped. The blip held steady for a few seconds—then began moving

again, paralleling the canal and rapidly picking up speed.It could only mean one thing.Their

quarry had boarded a boat.Tucker took off in a sprint, darting and ducking through the last of

the trees. He burst out of the forest and into an open field. Ahead, a tall levy hid the canal’s

waterway. To his right came the grumble of a marine engine. He ran toward the noise as Kane

came racing hard along the top of the levy.Tucker knew he couldn’t hope to match the dog’s

speed. According to the map, the canal was narrow, no more than fifteen feet.Doable, Tucker

thought.He shouted, “TAKE DOWN . . . DISARM!”The shepherd dropped his head lower, put on

a burst of speed, then leaped from the levy and vanished beyond the berm.Kane flies high,

thrilled by the rush of air over his fur. Here is what he lived for, as ingrained in his nature as the

beat of his heart.To hunt and take down prey.His front paws strike the wood of the deck, but he

is already moving, shifting his hind end, to bring his back legs into perfect position. He bounds

off the boards and toward the cabin of the boat.His senses swell, filling in details.The reek of



burnt oil . . .The resin of the polished wood . . .The trail of salt and fear that lead to that open

door of the cabin . . .He follows that scent, dragged along by both command and nature.He

bolts through the door, sees the man swing toward him, his skin bursting with terror, his breath

gasping out in surprise.An arm lifts, not in reflexive defense, but bringing up a gun.Kane knows

guns.The blast deafens as he lunges.10:33 A.M.The gunshot echoed over the water as Tucker

reached the top of the levy. His heart clenched in concern. Fifty yards down the waterway, a

center-cabin dredge boat tilted crookedly in the canal, nosing toward the bank.Tucker ran, fear

firing his limbs. As he reached the foundering boat, he coiled his legs and vaulted high, flying.

He hit the boat’s afterdeck hard and slammed into the gunwale. Pain burst behind his eyes.

Rolling sideways, he got to his knees and brought the Makarov up.Through the open cabin

door, he saw a man sprawled on his back, his left arm flailing, his legs kicking. His right

forearm was clamped between Kane’s jaws. The shepherd’s muscled bulk was rag-dolling the

man from side to side.The Russian screamed in his native tongue. Tucker’s grasp of the

language was rudimentary, but the man’s tone said it all.Get him off me! Please!With his gun

trained on the man’s chest, Tucker stepped through the cabin door. Calmly he said,

“RELEASE.”Kane instantly let go of the man’s arm and stepped back, his lips still curled in a

half snarl.The Russian clutched his shattered arm to his chest, his eyes wide and damp with

pain. Judging by where Kane had clamped on to the man’s forearm, the ulna was likely broken

and possibly the radius as well.Tucker felt no pity.The asshole had almost shot his partner.A

few feet away lay a revolver, still smoking in the cold.Tucker stepped forward and looked down

at the man. “Do you speak English?”“English . . . yes, I speak some English.”“You’re under

arrest.”“What? I don’t—”Tucker drew back his right foot and heel-kicked the man squarely in

the forehead, knocking him unconscious.“More or less,” he added.2March 4, 12:44

P.M.Vladivostok, Russia“You owe me a new windshield,” Bogdan Fedoseev boomed, handing

Tucker a shot glass of ice-cold vodka.He accepted it but placed the glass on the end table next

to the couch. He was not fond of vodka, and, more important, he didn’t trust his hands right

now. The aftermath of the shoot-out at the shipyard had left Tucker pumping with adrenaline,

neither an unfamiliar nor unpleasant rush for him. Even so, he wondered how much of that rush

was exhilaration and how much was PTSD—a clinical acronym for what used to be called

shell shock or battle fatigue, a condition all too common for many Iraq and Afghanistan

veterans.Compared to most, Tucker’s case was mild, but it was a constant in his life. Though he

managed it well, he could still feel it lurking there, like a monster probing for a chink in his

mental armor. Tucker found the metaphor strangely reassuring. Vigilance was something he did

well. Still, the Buddhist in him whispered in his ear to relax his guard.Let go of it.What you cling

to only gets stronger.What you think, you become.Tucker couldn’t quite nail down when and

where he’d adopted this philosophy. It had snuck up on him. He’d had a few teachers—one in

particular—but he suspected he’d picked up his worldview from his wanderings with Kane.

Having encountered people of almost every stripe, Tucker had learned to take folks as they

came, without the baggage of preconceptions. People were more alike than different.

Everyone was just trying to find a way to be happy, to feel fulfilled. The manner in which they

searched for that state differed wildly, but the prize remained the same.Enough, Tucker

commanded himself. Contemplation was fine, but he’d long ago decided it was a lot like tequila

—best taken only in small doses.At his feet, Kane sat at ease, but his eyes remained bright

and watchful. The shepherd missed nothing: posture, hand and eye movements, respiration

rate, perspiration. All of it painted a clear picture for his partner. Unsurprisingly, Kane had

picked up on the anxiety in the air.Tucker felt it, too.One of the reasons he had been paired with

Kane was his unusually high empathy scores. Military war dog handlers had a saying—It runs



down the lead—describing how emotions of the pair became shared over time, binding them

together. The same skill allowed Kane to read people, to pick up nuances of body language

and expression that others might miss.Like now, with the tension in the room.“And the side

mirror of the limo,” Fedoseev added with a strained grin. “You destroyed both windshield and

mirror. Very costly. And worst of all, you could have killed Pytor, my driver.”Tucker refused to

back down, knowing it would be a sign of weakness. “At that distance and angle, the rifle I used

didn’t have enough foot-pounds to penetrate the limo’s ballistic glass. Maybe if I was standing

on the hood of the car, Pytor might have had something to worry about.”Stymied, Fedoseev

frowned. “Still, very expensive things to fix on limousine, yes?”“You can take it out of my bonus,”

Tucker replied.“Bonus! What bonus?”“The one you’re going to give me for saving your

life.”Standing behind Fedoseev, Yuri said, “We would have handled the—”Fedoseev held up

his hand, silencing his subordinate. Yuri’s face flushed. Behind him, the pair of bodyguards at

the door shifted their feet, glancing down.Tucker knew what Yuri and his security team were

thinking. Would haves were worthless when it comes to personal protection. The fact was, this

outsider—this American and his dog—had saved their boss. Still, Yuri had intervened on

Tucker’s behalf with the police, smoothing over the complications that could have risen over

killing the first shooter. Russian bodyguards taking down a would-be assassin was a simple

matter; a former U.S. Army Ranger, not so much.Ninety minutes after apprehending the

second man, who was now in police custody, Tucker met Fedoseev and his entourage back at

the Meridian Hotel, where the Russian had rented the top floor of VIP suites. The decor and

furnishings were comfortable, but overly ornate. Shabby Soviet chic. Outside, snow still fell,

obscuring what would have been a stunning view of Peter the Great Bay and mainland

Russia.“I do you better than bonus,” Fedoseev offered. “You become part of my team.

Permanent part. I am generous. Your dog will eat steak every night. He would like that,

yes?”“Ask him yourself.”Fedoseev’s gaze flicked toward Kane, then he smiled and wagged his

finger at Tucker. “Very funny.” He tried a different angle. “You know, these two suka may have

had a helper. If he is still around—”Suka was one of Fedoseev’s favorite slang terms. Roughly

and politely, a suka meant scumbag.Tucker interrupted. “If you’re right, I’m sure Yuri will find

anyone else involved in this attempted assassination.”Especially with one of the attackers

already in custody.Up here, torture was as common a tool as a knife and fork.Fedoseev sighed.

“Then your answer is?”“I appreciate the offer,” he said, “but my contract’s up in two days. Past

that, I’ve got somewhere to be.”It was a lie, but no one called him on it.The truth was he had

nowhere to be, and right now he liked it that way. Plus Yuri and his team were all ex-military

and that background infused everything they did and said. He’d had his fill of them. Tucker had

done his time in the military, and the parting had been less than amicable.Of course, he’d loved

his early days in the army and had been contemplating going career.Until Anaconda.He

reached for the abandoned glass of vodka as the unwanted memory of the past swept over

him. He hated how the cubes rattled against the crystal as he lifted the tumbler. PTSD. He

considered it merely a piece of psychic shrapnel lodged near his heart.He sipped at the liquor,

letting the memory wash through him.Not that he had any choice.Tucker again felt the pop of

his ears as the rescue helicopter lifted off, felt the rush of hot air.He closed his eyes,

remembering that day, drawn back to that firefight. He had been assisting soldiers from the

Tenth Mountain Division secure a series of bunkers in Hell’s Halfpipe. He had been flanked by

two partners that day: Kane and Kane’s littermate, Abel. If Kane had been Tucker’s right arm,

Abel was his left. He’d trained them both.Then a distress call had reached his team in the

mountains. A Chinook helo carrying a team of Navy SEALs had been downed by RPG fire on a

peak called Takur Ghar. Tucker and his squad were dispatched east and had begun the



arduous climb to Takur Ghar when they were ambushed in a ravine. A pair of IEDs exploded,

killing most of Tucker’s squad and wounding the rest, including Abel, whose left front leg had

been blown off at the elbow.Within seconds, Taliban fighters emerged from concealed positions

and swarmed the survivors. Tucker, along with a handful of soldiers, was able to reach a

defensible position and hold out long enough for an evac helicopter to land. Once Kane and his

teammates were loaded, he was about to jump off and return for Abel, but before he could do

so, a crewman dragged him back aboard and held him down—where he could only watch.As

the helo lifted off and banked over the ravine, a pair of Taliban fighters chased down Abel who

was limping toward the rising helo, his pained eyes fixed on Tucker, his severed leg trailing

blood.Tucker scrambled for the door, only to be pulled back yet again.Then the Taliban fighters

reached Abel. He squeezed those last memories away, but not the haunting voice forever in the

back of his mind: You could’ve tried harder; you could have reached him.If he had, he knew he

would have been killed, too, but at least Abel wouldn’t have been alone. Alone and wondering

why Tucker had abandoned him . . .Back in his own skin, he opened his eyes and downed the

rest of the vodka in a single gulp, letting the burn erase the worst of that old pain.“Mr.

Wayne . . .” Bogdan Fedoseev leaned forward, his forehead creased with concern. “Are you ill?

You’ve gone dead pale, my friend.”Tucker cleared his throat, shook his head. Without looking,

he knew Kane was staring at him. He reached out and gave the shepherd’s neck a reassuring

squeeze.“I’m fine. What were we talking—?”Fedoseev leaned back. “You and your dog joining

us.”Tucker focused his eyes on Fedoseev and on the present. “No, as I said, I’m sorry. I’ve got

somewhere to be.”Though it was a lie, he was ready to move on, needed to move on.But the

question remained: What would he do?Fedoseev sighed loudly. “Very well! But if you change

your mind, you tell me. Tonight, you stay in one of the suites. I send up two steaks. One for you.

One for your dog.”Tucker nodded, stood, and shook Fedoseev’s hand.For now, that was

enough of a plan.11:56 P.M.The chirp of his satellite phone instantly woke Tucker in his

room.He scrambled for it, while checking the clock.Almost midnight.What now? With nothing

on Fedoseev’s schedule for that evening, Tucker and Kane had been given the night off. Had

something happened? Yuri had already informed him earlier that the Vladikavkaz Separatist

taken into custody had broken and talked, spilling everything.So Tucker had expected a quiet

night.He checked the incoming number as he picked up the phone: a blocked number. That

was seldom good.Kane sat at the edge of the bed, watching Tucker.He lifted the phone and

pressed the talk button. “Hello?”A series of squeaks and buzzes suggested the call was being

filtered through a series of digital coders.Finally, the caller spoke. “Captain Wayne, I’m glad I

could reach you.”Tucker relaxed—but not completely. Suspicion rang through him as he

recognized the voice. It was Painter Crowe, the director of Sigma Force, and the man who’d

tried to recruit Tucker not so long ago after a prior mission. The full extent of Sigma’s

involvement in the U.S. intelligence and defense community was still a mystery to him, but one

thing he did know: Sigma worked under the aegis of the ultrasecretive DARPA—the Defense

Advanced Research Projects Agency.Tucker cleared the rasp of sleep from his voice. “I

assume you know what time it is here, Director?”“I do. My apologies. It’s important.”“Isn’t it

always? What’s going on?”“I believe your contract with Bogdan Fedoseev is almost up. In two

more days, if I’m not mistaken.”Tucker should have been surprised that the caller had this

information, but this was Painter Crowe, who had resources that bordered on the

frightening.“Director, I’m guessing this isn’t a casual call, so why don’t you get to your point?”“I

need a favor. And you’ve got forty-two days still left on your Russian visa.”“And something tells

me you want those days.”“Only a few. We’ve got a friend I’d like you to meet.”“I’ve got enough

friends. Why is this one so special?”There was a pause, one that took too long. He understood.



While the call was encrypted, Tucker’s room could have been bugged—probably was bugged,

knowing the Russians. Any further details would require additional precautions.He couldn’t say

such subterfuge didn’t intrigue him.He also suspected this lapse in the conversation was a

test.Tucker proved his understanding of the need for privacy by asking another question.

“Where?”“Half a mile from your hotel—a pay phone on the northeast corner of the Grey Horse

Apartments.”“I’ll find it. Give me twenty minutes.”He was there in eighteen, stamping his feet

against the cold. Using a prepaid calling card, Tucker dialed Sigma’s cover trunk line, then

waited through another series of encoder tones before Crowe’s voice came on the line.The

director got straight to the point. “I need you to escort a man out of the country.”The simple

sentence was fraught with layers of information. The fact that Crowe didn’t think their friend

was capable of accomplishing this feat on his own already told Tucker two things.One: The

man was of high value to Sigma.Two: Normal travel options were problematic.In other words,

someone didn’t want the man leaving the country.Tucker knew better than to ask why this

target needed to leave Russia. Crowe was a firm believer in the need-to-know policy. But

Tucker had another question that he wanted answered.“Why me?”“You’re already in-country,

have an established cover, and your skill set matches the job.”“And you have no other assets

available.”“That, too—but it’s a secondary consideration.”“Just so we’re clear, Director. This is

a favor. Nothing more. If you’re trying to court me to join—”“Not at all. Get our friend out of the

country, and you’re done. You’ll make twice your usual retainer. For this mission, I’m assigning

you an operations handler. Her name is Ruth Harper.”“Not you?” This surprised him, and he

didn’t like surprises. “Director, you know I don’t play well with others, especially those I’ve never

met face-to-face.”“Harper is good, Tucker. Really knows her stuff. Give her a chance. So will

you do it?”Tucker sighed. While he had little trust in government agencies, Crowe had so far

proven himself to be a stand-up guy.“Give me the details.”3March 7, 8:07 A.M.Siberia,

RussiaThe door to Tucker’s private berth on the train slid back, and a head bearing a blue cap

peeked through.“Papers, please,” the train porter ordered, tempering his KGB-like request with

a friendly smile. The sliver-thin young man could be no more than twenty, his coal-black hair

peeking from under his crisp hat. He kept the buttons of his uniform well polished, clearly very

proud of his job.Tucker handed over his passport.The porter studied it, nodded, and handed it

back. The man’s eyes settled nervously on Kane. The shepherd sat upright in the seat opposite

Tucker, panting, tongue hanging.“And your animal?” the porter asked.“Service animal.”Tucker

handed over Kane’s packet, courtesy of Painter Crowe. The papers certified his furry

companion was a working dog, adept at sensing Tucker’s frequent and debilitating epileptic

seizures. It was a ruse, of course, but traveling with a seventy-pound military war dog tended

to raise unwanted questions.The porter reviewed the papers and nodded. “Da, I see. My

second cousin suffers same sickness.” His gaze returned to Kane, but with more affection and

sympathy now. “May I pet him?”Tucker shrugged. “Sure. He doesn’t bite.”Not unless I tell him

to.Tentatively, the porter reached out and scratched Kane under the chin. “Good doggy.”Kane

regarded him impassively, tolerating the familiarity.Tucker resisted the urge to smile.Satisfied,

the porter grinned and returned the documents to Tucker.“I like him very much,” the young man

said.“I do, too.”“If there’s anything you need, you ask, da?”
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Cheryl Stout, “A man and his dog. I started out reading James Rollins' stand-alone books, like

EXCAVATION and DEEP FATHOM and loved his writing. Then he got started on the Sigma

Force series. I read the first few but just couldn't keep up over the years, plus they all were too

similar in my opinion.When I heard about this new series about Tucker and Kane, I was excited

to try it out. And I'm so glad I did. The husband of a good friend of mine was an Air Force K9

handler so I heard many cool stories from him and also got to see him work with his dog a few

times. Amazing!I enjoyed this book thoroughly. Great, bigger-than-life characters. An amazing

dog. An action packed twisty, turny story that took me to Siberia, to Africa, to Canada and back

to the U.S. The travel sequences made me feel like I was right THERE, in the middle of the

action.Rollins' stories are over the top but guess what - they're fiction and they're allowed to

be.I'm now going to start reading an Advanced Reading Copy of the next book in the Tucker

and Kane series called WAR HAWK and I'm looking forward to more of their adventures.”

Rhonda, “Animal lovers will enjoy.... First of all I would like to address a sentence on pg. 484,

“That’s what passed for rain long before we were even single-celled organisms floating around

in mud”. It wasn’t necessary in the context of the paragraph. Authors certainly have their own

religious and political beliefs, but I don’t think they need to be expressing them in a fiction book

read for entertainment. Enough about that.I thought the book dragged in 2 or 3 places, but

came right back with an action-packed adventure every time. And of course, who couldn’t fall in

love with Kane? Animal lovers will understand the bond between Tucker and Kane. I’m rating

this a 4 star because of the dragging parts. I’ve read several of Mr. Rollins’ books and my

favorite is Excavation. Now that was a thrilling adventure ride to read! I highly recommend it!”

Joseph Harris, “A great new Thrilride from James Rollins. I have been a fan of James Rollins

for about four years now, and since around 2012, I have read all of his books in the Sigma

Force series. His books are always wonderful, page-turning distractions, especially in the

summer. Each one is creative and insightful, with lots of action, interesting characters, and a bit

of history and science thrown in.His newest, a collaboration with author Grant Blackwood -

though very much written in the typical Rollins style - is advertised in part as a Sigma Force

novel. It's really a spin-off, featuring the great duo of Captain Tucker Wayne, formerly with U.S.

Army Rangers, and his dog, Kane. They were introduced in the Sigma Force novel, "Bloodline,"

one of my favorites, and I am thrilled that they have now been given their own series. In a world

of fairly generic action/adventure novels, this combination is really unique and engaging to

follow. As with "Bloodline," portions of the novel are told through the perspective of the dog,

Kane, and in this follow-up, they are really fleshed out as genuine characters."The Kill Switch,"

the start of this new Tucker/Kane series is typical Rollins, in a good way. It is exactly what you



expect if you are familiar with his work, with a historical mystery, modern science, stealthy

assassins, a high body count, and more than a few explosions. As usual, the world is in

danger, and as usual, there's a megalomaniac villain at the center of the story. If you are new

to James Rollins, this is actual a great introductory book. While Sigma Force is involved to a

very small degree, this is clearly the launch of a new series and no prior knowledge is really

necessary to enjoy. You could easily pick this one up and then dip into the lengthy and ongoing

Sigma Force series if you are intrigued (and I suspect that you would be). As for me, I'll eagerly

await the next in this series and all of the other books Rollins writes. As prolific modern authors

go, James Rollins still ranks as one of my favorites. Recommended.”

SDeG, “Scary believable. Over the years James Rollins has become one of my favorite

authors. His Sigma Force series is outstanding, with great characters, thrilling storylines, and

great attention to detail. His weaving of fiction and facts (science, history, and current political

climate) combine to make his books scary believable. And I thoroughly enjoy his author's notes

to readers at the end of each book explaining fact or fiction. If you like action-packed thrillers,

you will definitely like this book. (While this book is part of the Sigma Force series, since Rollins

is introducing new characters it is not necessary to have read the previous books.)”

Chalie W, “Tucker and Kane, the best partners ever!. This is a story about Tucker Wayne (ex-

army) and his military trained Sheppard named Kane. They were initially introduced as

supporting characters in the book Blood Line. They were pretty important and awesome

characters in that book. This time around, they have their own story and it is an AWESOME

story. If you have read any of the SIGMA series of books by James Rollins you know that the

mission is of the utmost importance to not just the team but probably to most if not all of

humanity. This is no exception. This is not your typical SIGMA book where there is a whole

team of operators and support personnel backing up the mission. This is a more intimate story

of Tucker and his partner and best friend, Kane, a Belgian (not German) Sheppard. I don’t

want to go into any details about the book because I do not want to take away from anyone’s

experience/enjoyment if they happen to read the book. All I will say is that it typical James

Rollins (very well thought out and implemented story) with some very interesting twists! The

one thing I will say about the book is this, if you are not a dog lover before reading this book,

you will be after!  (disclaimer, I was a dog lover before reading it ;-).Happy Reading!”

Sarah, “Loved this book!. I always say that a book, regardless of the subject matter, is always

made more enjoyable by having an animal as one of the main characters (dogs especially).

This book is certainly no exception to the rule.As a James Rollins fan, I was not disappointed....

Kane and his bond with Tucker make this book a great start to what I hope will be as long

standing a series as the Sigma novels. I look forward to the next installment”

Tegwen Hughes-Roberts, “compelling read!!. I loved the relationship with man and dog ! The

twists and turns in the story and the historical places of interest so we’ll described !”

Red Tango, “I'm delighted that James Rollins plans further novels featuring Captain Wayne ....

A novel that keeps you in suspense till the very end. The author gives a vivid insight as to what

military dogs and their handlers are asked to do to protect their country, and persecuted

individuals who are wanted by the enemy for their scientific knowledge which could be used as

biological weapons that could wipe out humanity as we know it.I'm delighted that James Rollins

plans further novels featuring Captain Wayne and his Belgian Shepherd dog Kane. An



excellent read”

Sandy B, “James Rollins does it again. This exciting story takes place in inhospitable locations

with danger at every turn.  Turner and his partner, Kane, are a force to be recorded with.”

The book by James Rollins has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,409 people have provided feedback.
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